Week 5 Assignment: Command Line Operations
This assignment will be a written assignment in MS Word. It will not be a programming
assignment. If you have a MAC, you will complete this assignment in your MAC and using the
MAC terminal. If you have a Windows PC, you will complete this assignment using your PC and
the command line (cmd).
Some parts of this assignment will require you to take screenshots (images of your computer
screen) and paste them into the document that you will submit as your assignment.
Answer and complete all portions below. Include screenshots where requested.

Part 1: Basic Command Line
1) Locate the command line or terminal on your computer. If you are using a PC, you will use
Start  cmd. If you are using a MAC, you will use the terminal. Please see PowerPoint Guide
for Week 5 for further help. Take a screenshot of your command line/terminal and paste it in the
Week 5 Assignment Document for this question.
For example, I would paste:

2) Use the correct command operation to list out all the files and folders in your Python
directory. For example, mine is called Python Scripts. I can cd to that location on my command
line and then can list all the files and folders. Take a screenshot of the results and include the
command(s) that you used to complete the task (type them here).
3) Create a new folder called MyNewFolder – you can choose the location where you want to
create this new folder. Next, once you have created MyNewFolder, change directories to that
new folder. Show the command(s) that you used (type them here) and include a screenshot of
the new directory (which will be empty).
4) From inside MyNewFolder create a new .bat file using notepad and only command line
operations. Create a .bat file that will echo its operations, will go back two (2) directories, and

will list all the files and folders in that new location. Include necessary screenshots AND type out
here exactly what your .bat file looks like. Note that your .bat file should be in MyNewFolder, so
you should have a screenshot of that area. You will “run” your .bat file by typing in its name.
When you run it, all the commands in the .bat file will run. Please see the Week 5 PowerPoint
Guide for assistance with .bat files.
NOTE: MAC computers cannot use .bat files. I believe the MAC equivalent is an .sh file or
.command. Each MAC OS may be a little different. Do some quick research on the web to
complete (4) above using a file extension that works for MAC.
5) Inside of MyNewFolder, using notepad, create a new text file that contains your name and
email. Call the new file, “MyInfo.txt”. Take a screenshot showing the new file inside of
MyNewFolder AND type here the command(s) that you used to create the new text file.
Remember that everything you do here is all command line. Next, delete the new file. Type the
command(s) you used to delete the file and include another screenshot showing MyNewFolder
without the textfile.
6) Choose a package/module in Python that you do NOT already have. You can check to see
what packages you do have with, “conda list” typed into your command line. First, type conda
list into your command line and include a screenshot. Next, find a package that you do not
already have. For example, you may not have package “PIL” installed or you may not have
wordcloud or imageio.
The goal here is to find a package that you do not have that is also a challenge to install. In
Python, some packages are easy to install. Other packages require a search and a special
install. I want you to perform the search and the install on the command line so that you know
how.

Recall - The search string is:
anaconda search –t conda packagename

Next, you will have to look at the options. Once you choose an option, the installation from the
command line is:
install –c foldername packagename=versionnumber

For example:

For this question – I want you to first do the search for a new package that you do not have
and include a screenshot that shows the results.
Next, do the search and then the installation of the new package and include one or more
screenshots to show the process.
Then repeat conda list to see that you now have the package.

Part 2: Unix/Linux command line
For this part, I want you to read and research some basic Unix/Linux command line operations.
Because most students do not have access to Unix/Linux, this will just be a written review.
Please answer all of the following questions. Screenshots will not be required for this part. Place
Part 2 on the same Word document as Part 1 above.
1) In one paragraph or less, describe what ssh and telnet are.
2) In one paragraph or less, describe what Cygwin is and what is does.
3) For all of the following Unix/Linux commands, use 2-4 sentences to describe each command
and include an example of how you might use it: ls, rm, mv, cp, cat, du, df, and quota.
4) For grep, create/invent one or two sentences. Next, use a grep regular expression to match a
pattern and discuss what the result would be. In other words, show that you understand what
grep can do and use an example to illustrate your understanding.

Deliverables:
For this assignment, you will create ONE (1) MS Word document. Into that one
document, you will place all answers and screenshots as required above. Separate the
document into Part 1 and Part 2.
Email the document to the TA and cc me.
The title of the email must be Week 5 Assignment.
Your name must appear in the email.

